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27 October
Bank of England Deputy Governor Minouche Shafik said benchmark 
rigging and other misconduct must be stamped out as the institution 
raised the prospect of extending bonus clawbacks to brokers and 
trading firms.

The Financial Select Sector SPDR (XLF), an exchange-traded fund 
targeting banks and investment firms, had the biggest withdrawal last 
week since 2009 amid concern low interest rates and market gyrations 
will hurt profits.

Asian stocks fell, with the regional index retreating from a two-week 
high before the Federal Reserve meets on whether to end its bond-
buying program. The dollar held losses versus major peers while crude 
oil extended its drop.

Hong Kong’s pro-democracy protesters will this evening mark a month 
since police used tear gas in a failed attempt to disperse them, as 
leaders debate whether to reopen discussions with the government.

28 October
Standard Chartered Plc (STAN) slumped to the lowest in more than 
five years after the lender forecast a drop in second-half profit, adding 
to shareholder pressure on Chief Executive Officer Peter Sands.

Twitter Inc. (TWTR)’s user growth is slowing at about the same pace as 
Facebook Inc. (FB)’s did when it was just as old, according to data 
compiled by Bloomberg.

Asian stocks rose, with the regional index climbing a fourth day, while 
the dollar weakened versus emerging-market currencies before the 
Federal Reserve reviews monetary policy. U.S. index futures dropped 
amid an after-hours rout in Facebook (FB) Inc., as oil gained with silver.

China’s plan to merge its two biggest trainmakers may allow the 
country to win more overseas orders with improved and cheaper 
offerings, increasing pressure on rivals including Siemens AG, Alstom 
SA (ALO) and Bombardier Inc.

30 October
Citigroup Inc. (C) revealed that it’s facing a U.S. criminal probe into 
the bank’s foreign-exchange business and took a $600 million legal 
charge that forced it to restate third-quarter results.

Italy’s Banca Carige SpA (CRG) and Ireland’s Permanent TSB Group 
Holdings Plc (IPM) were put on credit watch negative by Standard 
& Poor’s after a European Central Bank review of their ability to 
withstand stress.

Takata Corp. and Honda Motor Co. (7267) were sued by a driver 
seeking damages on behalf of the owners of 5 million Honda and 
Acura models recalled so far in the U.S. to replace potentially unsafe 
air bags.

Standard Chartered Plc (STAN) sold its biggest note tied to the debt 
of one of China’s four-largest lenders as sales of similar credit-linked 
securities globally surge to a record.

31 October
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond President Jeffrey Lacker, who has 
pushed for policies aimed at keeping inflation in check, said he’s not 
worried now about prices rising too fast.

Greenlight Capital Inc., the hedge-fund firm led by billionaire David 
Einhorn, gained 2.2 percent in its main hedge fund in October, when 
peers on average posted losses amid violent market swings.

Gold and silver slid, while the yen sank to an almost seven-year low, 
as the Bank of Japan’s surprise increase in stimulus damped demand 
for haven assets. Australia’s dollar slipped on slowing Chinese 
manufacturing growth and South Korean stocks declined with the 
won.

Warren Buffett said a decade ago he’s sworn off putting money in 
airline stocks since his $358 million “mistake” in US Airways Group Inc. 
Investors in Asian carriers would do well to heed his advice.

29 October
Deutsche Bank AG (DBK), Germany’s biggest lender, is replacing its 
finance and legal chiefs as mounting litigation expenses wiped out 
quarterly profit and the firm begins talks to settle probes into alleged 
market rigging.

The dollar climbed to a four-week high after the Federal Reserve 
judged the U.S. economy strong enough to end its asset-purchase 
program. Industrial metals and oil fell with Hong Kong stocks.

Samsung Electronics Co. (005930) posted the smallest quarterly 
earnings in more than two years as profit margins are squeezed by 
competition from Apple Inc.’s new iPhones and cheaper Chinese 
devices.

Baidu Inc. (BIDU)’s third-quarter sales missed analyst estimates as the 
owner of China’s largest Internet search engine pushes deeper into 
mobile services.
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